Abstract. Recently Pelayo-Vũ Ngo . c classified semitoric integrable systems in terms of five symplectic invariants. Using this classification we define a family of metrics on the space of semitoric integrable systems. The family is parameterized by two choices. The induced topology does not depend on these choices. The resulting metric space is incomplete and we construct the completion.
Introduction and overview of results
The results of Atiyah, Guillemin-Sternberg, and Delzant in the 1980s completely classify compact toric integrable systems. Recently Pelayo-Pires-Ratiu-Sabatini [27] used this classification to define a natural metric on the moduli space of such systems. The goal of this paper is to extend their construction to semitoric systems, that is to construct a metric on the moduli space of semitoric integrable systems and study its properties. A toric integrable system is a connected compact 1 2n-dimensional symplectic manifold (M, ω) with a momentum map F = (f 1 , . . . , f n ) : M → R n such that all of the flows generated by f i , i = 1, . . . , n, are periodic of a fixed period. Atiyah [1] and Guillemin-Sternberg [11] proved that the image F (M ) is a convex polytope and later Delzant [5] showed that the polytope also satisfies certain further conditions making it a Delzant polytope (see Definition 1.8) and that the polytope determines the isomorphism class of (M, ω). Delzant also showed that given any Delzant polytope one can construct a toric integrable system having that polytope as the image of its momentum map. In short, there exists a bijective correspondence between the set of Delzant polytopes and the set of toric integrable systems modulo isomorphism. Thus, questions about toric integrable systems may be answered by instead examining the space of Delzant polytopes. In [27] the authors define a metric on the space of Delzant polytopes via the volume of the symmetric difference 2 and pull this back to produce a metric on the moduli space of toric integrable systems. In particular, the metric provides this space with a natural topology and in [9] Figalli and Pelayo use this topology to explore the continuity properties of the maximal toric ball packing density function 3 . Maximal ball packings have been of great interest in symplectic topology for many years [2, 3, 17] and there is particular interest in the toric case [21, 28] . 1 For this paper we will define toric integrable systems to be compact because this is the definition used in [27] . Delzant's original classification required the toric manifold to be compact, although recently his results have been extended to the non-compact setting [16] . 2 The construction of this metric is related to the Duistermaat-Heckman measure [6] . 3 see Section 4 for a discussion of this question in the semitoric case. In [22, 23] Pelayo and Vũ Ngo . c provide a complete classification for a broader class of integrable systems, those known as semitoric, in terms of a collection of several invariants. Definition 1.1. A semitoric integrable system is a 4-dimensional connected symplectic manifold (M, ω) with a momentum map F = (J, H) : M → R 2 satisfying
(1) the function J is a proper momentum map for a Hamiltonian circle action on M ; (2) F has only non-degenerate singularities (in the sense of Williamson [31] ) without realhyperbolic blocks. Notice that Definition 1.1 does require that M be 4-dimensional but there is much more freedom in the choice of momentum map (compared to toric systems) and M is not required to be compact. Condition (2) means that if p ∈ M is a critical point of F then there exists some 2 × 2 matrix B such thatF = B • (F − F (p)) is given by one of three different standard forms which correspond to the classification of the singularity at p (due to Eliasson [7, 8] ). There must exist a local symplectic chart (x, y, η, ξ) centered at p which putsF into one of the three possible singularity types:
(1) transversally elliptic singularity:F (x, y, η, ξ) = (η + O(η 2 ),
(2) elliptic-elliptic singularity:F (x, y, η, ξ) = (
) + O((x, ξ, y, η) 3 ); (3) focus-focus singularity:F (x, y, η, ξ) = (xξ + yη, xη − yξ) + O((x, ξ, y, η)
3 ).
The focus-focus singular points will be the ones we are most interested in when reviewing the invariants and when defining the metric.
Definition 1.2.
A semitoric integrable system (M, ω, F = (J, H)) is said to be simple if the following generic 4 assumption holds: if p ∈ M is a focus-focus critical point of F then it is the only focus-focus critical point in the set J −1 (J(p)). Any semitoric system has only finitely many focus-focus critical points (see Section 1.2.1) so we will denote them by c 1 , . . . , c m f ∈ M . In a simple system we have that the values J(c 1 ), . . . , J(c m f ) are pairwise distinct and thus we will assume throughout this article that they are ordered so J(c 1 ) < . . . < J(c m f ). All semitoric systems studied in this article are assumed to be simple. Definition 1.3. Suppose that (M 1 , ω 1 , F 1 = (J 1 , H 1 )) and (M 2 , ω 2 , F 2 = (J 2 , H 2 )) are semitoric systems. An isomorphism of semitoric systems is a symplectomorphism φ : M 1 → M 2 such that φ * (J 2 , H 2 ) = (J 1 , f (J 1 , H 1 )) where f : R 2 → R is a smooth function such that ∂f ∂H 1 nowhere vanishes. We denote by T the space of simple semitoric systems modulo isomorphism.
Our goal is to define a metric on the space of invariants and thus induce a metric on T. In order to do this we must first understand the invariants and the classification theorem of Pelayo-Vũ Ngo . c.
1.1. Structure of paper. First, in Section 1.2 we describe the invariants of a semitoric integrable system and state the Pelayo-Vũ Ngo . c classification theorem and in Section 1.3 we are able to describe the metric and state the main result of this paper, Theorem A. The content of this Theorem is split into Proposition 2.13 and Proposition 3.15 which are the subject of each of Sections 2 and 3. Specifically, in Section 2 we prove the function in Figure 1 . The complete invariant is a collection of polygons with distinguished points {c 1 , . . . , c j } each labeled with extra information: a Taylor series (S j )
∞ , an integer k j known as the twisting index (only defined up to addition by a common integer as is described in Section 1.2.4), and an element ∈ {−1, +1} known as the cut direction. There is one polygon in the family for each possible choice of cut directions and each allowed choice of twisting indices.
question is a metric and we also describe a metric on general Taylor series (Section 2.1). After this in Section 3 we construct the completion of the metric space and in Section 4 we propose several possible applications of a metric and in particular a topology on the space of semitoric systems and state several related open problems.
1.2.
The classification of semitoric integrable systems. In the compact toric case the integrable systems could be classified in terms of Delzant polytopes. In the semitoric case a polygon plays a role but the complete invariant must contain more information. Loosely speaking, the complete invariant is a collection of convex polygons in R 2 (which may not be compact) with a finite number of distinguished points corresponding to the focus-focus singularities each labeled by a Taylor series and an integer 5 (See Figure 1 ).
1.2.1.
The number of singular points invariant. In [19, Theorem 1] Vũ Ngo . c proves that a semitoric system has finitely many focus-focus singular points. Thus to a system we my associate an integer 0 m f < ∞ which is the total number of focus-focus points in the system. Clearly the singular points are preserved by isomorphism so this is an invariant of the system. Definition 1.4. For any nonnegative integer m f ∈ Z 0 let T m f denote the collection of simple semitoric systems with m f focus-focus points modulo semitoric isomorphism.
Toric systems, which have no focus-focus singular points, correspond to a subset of T 0
6
. There is some subtlety in this correspondence because of the difference between toric and semitoric isomorphisms, see Section 2.5, but it can be seen that the topology on toric systems 1.2.3. The affine invariant and the twisting index invariant. In this section we define the affine invariant of semitoric systems and also the twisting index. The affine invariant is similar to the polygon from Delzant's result, except in this case we instead have a family of polygons related by specific linear transformations. The twisting index describes how each critical point sits with respect to a privileged momentum map. These two invariants will be described together because the twisting indices which label each critical point will be defined only up to the addition of a common integer related to the choice of polygon. We start with several definitions. Definition 1.6. A convex polygonal set, which for simplicity we will refer to as a polygon, is the intersection in R 2 of (finitely or infinitely many) closed half planes such that on each compact subset of the intersection there are at most finitely many corner points. A convex polygon is rational if each edge is along a vector with rational coefficients. We denote the set of all rational convex polygons by Polyg(R 2 ). Toric integrable systems are classified by their associated polytopes, but in order to classify semitoric systems we need more than just a polygon. For λ ∈ R let λ = {(x, y) ∈ R 2 | x = λ} and let Vert(R 2 ) be the collection of all vertical lines in R 2 .
where π 1 : R 2 → R is projection onto the x-coordinate. We denote the space of labeled weighted polygons of complexity m f by LWPolyg m f (R 2 ). Since m f is the number of singular points of the system, we see that there is a triple ( λ j , j , k j ) associated with the singular point c j for each j = 1, . . . , m f . The polygon invariant (or affine invariant) of a semitoric system with m f > 0 focus-focus points will be an equivalence class of labeled weighted polygons and the twisting invariant refers to the integer label on each point.
Here we will briefly review how the affine invariant is produced. Consider the set F (M ) ⊂ R 2 and recall that in the toric case this would be a Delzant polygon. Let c 1 , . . . , c m f ∈ F (M ) denote the images of the focus-focus points and let B r = Int(F (M )) \ {c 1 , . . . , c m f } which turns out to be precisely the regular values of F
8
. Let λ j = π 1 (c j ) for j = 1, . . . , m f so that . Now we have a simply connected set of regular values of F so in fact we can define a global toric momentum map
). So the choice of ( j ) ∞ j=1 produces different polygons, and in fact there is some freedom is the choice of toric momentum map on B 1 ,..., m f r as well 9 . Now the distinguished points in each polygon are precisely the image of the focus-focus singular points under F toric . Of course, we are omitting many details in this explanation. Again, the interested reader should see [22, 23] .
For k ∈ Z let T k be given by
Definition 1.8. Let ∆ ∈ Polyg(R 2 ) be a rational convex polygon. We say that a vertex of ∆ is a point in the boundary ∂∆ where the meeting edges are not co-linear. A point is said to be in the top-boundary of ∆ if it is the top end of a vertical segment formed by intersecting ∆ with a vertical line. Suppose that z is a vertex of ∆ and (u, v) are a pair of primitive integral vectors starting at z and extending along the direction of the edges which meet at z in the order which makes them oriented. Then the point z is called (1) a Delzant corner when det(u, v) = 1; (2) a hidden Delzant corner when it belongs to the top boundary and det(u, T 1 v) = 1; (3) a fake corner when it belongs to the top boundary and det(u,
A rational convex polygon ∆ ∈ Polyg(R 2 ) is called Delzant if it is compact and every corner is a Delzant corner. This is the polygon which is relevant for the toric case which we are presently generalizing to the semitoric case. Now we are nearly ready to define the affine invariant, but to make sure the invariant is unique we must first define the appropriate group action.
8 According to [22, Remark 3.2 ] the boundary of B consists of precisely the elliptic points. In fact, B can be viewed as a manifold with corners where the corners are the elliptic-elliptic points and the remainder of the boundary is transversally elliptic points. So the only singular points which can be in the interior of B are the focus-focus points. 9 Changing the choice of j will correspond to the action of the group G m f and changing the choice of F toric will correspond to the action of G (see Section 1.2.4).
It is important that isomorphic systems produce the same invariants, and that choices made when defining the invariants cannot affect which invariant is produced
10
. With this in mind we must consider the collection of invariants we have so far modulo a group action. Notation 1.9. Throughout this article when referring to an m f -tuple such as (k j )
for simplicity we will sometimes use vector notation. That is, we may refer to these m f -tuples as k and , respectively. These vectors will always have length m f .
Let G m f = {−1, +1} m f and G = {T k | k ∈ Z} where T k is defined as it is above in Equation (1) . Suppose that is a vertical line in R 2 . Then fix an origin in which splits R 2 into two half-spaces and define t k : R 2 → R 2 to be the identity on the space left of and T k on the right half space (relative to the new origin on ). Now, for u ∈ Z m f let t u be given by t u = t
In fact, this means that the orbit of ∆ under the action of G m f may be written as (t u (∆)) u∈{0,1} m f if ∆ is the polygon with j = +1 for all j = 1, . . . , m f .
The orbit under this action is the appropriate invariant. It is now clear how the choice of cut direction and constant by which to shift the twisting indices parameterize the collection of all polygons in a given orbit. Notice that the action of t u does not necessarily preserve convexity, but it will in the case of the polygons we are interested in (Proposition 1.13). Definition 1.11. A labeled Delzant semitoric polygon is the equivalence class
11 satisfying the following.
(1) The intersection of ∆ and any vertical line is either compact or empty; (2) each λ j intersects the top boundary of ∆; (3) each point in the top boundary which is also in some λ j is either a hidden or a fake corner; (4) all other corners are Delzant corners.
The space of labeled Delzant semitoric polygons is denoted by
Remark 1.12. The twisting index is only defined up to the addition of a common integer, so the same singular point will have different twisting indices for different elements of a G m f ×G-orbit but the relative twisting index between two points is the same for every element of the orbit.
Any set satisfying Condition (1) is said to have everywhere finite height. The following Proposition is just a restatement of [23, Lemma 4.2] . Since a preferred representative ∆ can be chosen with = (+1, · · · , +1) we see that it says that the orbit of ∆ under G m f is a subset of Polyg(R 2 ).
and
1.2.5. The volume invariant. Since the complete invariant includes a polygon with a collection of distinguished points 12 on the lines {x = λ j } we must also somehow encode the y-coordinates of these points. By examining the action of G m f × G we can see that the vertical position of the focus-focus points may change, but their height with respect to the bottom of the polygon is constant. Recall that each polygon ∆ is the closure of the image of a toric momentum map F (Section 1.2.3).
where π 2 : R 2 → R 2 is projection onto the second coordinate and (∆, (
This is well defined for any choice of polygon in the same equivalence class by [22, Lemma 5.1] . To understand the meaning of the word "volume" in this context see [22] .
1.2.6. The classification theorem. Now that we have defined all of the invariants we can state the result of Pelayo and Vũ Ngo . c found in [22, 23] . Definition 1.15. We define a semitoric list of ingredients to be
In other words, a semitoric list of ingredients is a nonnegative integer m f and an element of
where j th element of R must be in the interval (0, length(π 2 (∆ ∩ λ j ))). Let M denote the collection of all semitoric lists of ingredients and let M m f be lists of ingredients with Ingredient (1) equal to the nonnegative integer m f .
Notice how the ingredients interact in Definition 1.15. Ingredient (1) determines the number of copies of each other ingredient and Ingredient (3) is in an interval determined by Ingredient (2). Remark 1.16. We can write M m f as a Cartesian product instead of a subset of a Cartesian product by replacing h j ∈ (0, length(π 2 ( ∆∩λ j ))) with
Theorem 1.17. There exists a bijection between the set of simple semitoric integrable systems modulo semitoric isomorphism and M, the set of semitoric lists of ingredients. In particular, for any nonnegative integer m f we have that
∞ are as defined above.
Main theorem.
To define a metric on T we will first define a metric on each invariant and then we will combine all of these metrics to form a metric on M. Finally, we will pull this metric back by the map in Theorem 1.17 to produce a metric on the space of semitoric systems. This is the same strategy used in [27] .
1.3.1. Comparing the Taylor series invariant. First we will define a metric on the Taylor series invariant.
13
. From the construction in [18] we can see that the σ 0,1 term is only defined up to the addition of an element in 2πZ. This is why we have assumed that term is in [0, 2π), but when defining the metric (in order to define the appropriate topology on semitoric systems) we must remember that as σ 0,1 is getting closer to 2π it is actually getting closer to zero as well. That is, we should think of σ 0,1 as an element of R/2πZ and not as an element of [0, 2π).
is a sequence such that b n ∈ (0, ∞) for each n ∈ Z 0 and ∞ n=0 nb n < ∞. We will say that such a sequence is linear summable. Now we define d
Remark 1.19. Notice that this metric places a higher weight on the lower order terms in the Taylor series, where the distribution of this weight is controlled by {b n } ∞ n=0 . This means that two series which agree up to a high order will be very close in the metric space and two series which agree only on the high order terms will be distant. Of course, this is exactly what we would want in a metric on Taylor series.
The proof of the following Proposition is nearly identical to the proof of Proposition 2.2 in Section 2.1.
) is a complete path-connected metric space and a sequence of Taylor series converges if and only if the coefficient of Y converges in R/2πZ and all other terms converge in R. Thus, the topology of
Comparing the volume invariant. Since the volume invariant h j is a real number we can simply use the standard metric on R. Thus we define
Clearly this is a metric on any subset of R.
1.3.3.
Comparing the affine invariant. The topology of spaces of polygons have been studied by many authors. For example, in [12, 13] the authors study polygons with a fixed number of edges up to translations and positive homotheties in Euclidean space and in [15] the authors study polygons in R 2 with fixed side length up to orientation preserving isometries. For this paper we will use a topology on polygons related to the Duistermaat-Heckman measure [6] similar to what is done in [27] . A natural way to define a metric on subsets of R 2 (or any measurable space) is to use the volume of the symmetric difference 14 . Let * denote the symmetric difference of sets. That is, for A, B ∈ R 2 let
So in order to define a metric on labeled Delzant semitoric polygons we would like to use the volume of the symmetric difference of the polygons (as is done in [27] ) but there are two problems. First, the polygons here are not required to be compact, so the symmetric difference may have infinite volume, and second there are many polygons to choose from.
To solve the first problem we will define a non-standard measure on R
215
. A natural choice would be a probability measure on R 2 but the structure of DPolyg m f (R 2 ) is such that vertical translation should not affect the measure. This is because the elements of DPolyg m f (R 2 ) are only unique up to specific vertical transformations. With this in mind we make the following definition. Definition 1.21. We say that a measure ν on R 2 is admissible if:
14 Of course, for the symmetric difference of sets to be a metric one must actually consider sets modulo measure zero corrections. We do not have to do this because the only sets we consider are polygons, and if the symmetric difference of two polygons has zero Lebesgue measure then they are equal. 15 When only considering compact semitoric systems one can use the Lebesgue measure on R 2 instead to produce a metric which induces the same topology, see Remark 2.16.
(1) it is in the same measure class as µ, the Lebesgue measure on R 2 (i.e. µ ν and ν µ); (2) its Radon-Nikodym derivative with respect to Lebesgue measure only depends on the x-coordinate, i.e. there exists a g : R → R such that dν /dµ(x, y) = g(x) for all (x, y) ∈ R 2 ; (3) this function g satisfies xg ∈ L 1 (µ, R) and g is bounded and bounded away from zero on any compact interval.
We say that a measurable map T : R 2 → R 2 a vertical transformation if the action of T does not change the x-coordinate of any point and vertical distances are invariant under T . That is, for any points p 1 , p 2 ∈ R 2 we have that π 1 • T (p 1 ) = p 1 and
Part 2 of Definition 1.21 implies that the measure is invariant under vertical transformations and part 3 will force the sets we are interested in (convex sets which have a finite height at every x-value) to have finite measure. There is an example of such a measure in Section 2.2. 
will be called appropriate permutations for k and k . Now, assume that two labeled weighted polygons have the same number of focus-focus points and twisting indices related by ∼. We can shift the twisting index of one of the labeled weighted polygons by the action of an element of G in such a way that such that after the shift the two labeled weighted polygons in question will have the same twisting index modulo the ordering. Once the twisting indices are fixed we still have a family of polygons which depends on the choice of ∈ {−1, +1} m f . The number of possible choices of is finite so we will simply sum up the symmetric difference of each pair of polygons for each choice of . Using Remark 1.10 we can concisely write this as in the following definition.
for some m f > 0 and with
where c ∈ Z is defined to be the unique integer such that
. Notice that this function is not a metric in general because it is not symmetric 18 and recall such a p and related c must exist because k ∼ k . We will remove the dependence on a choice of permutation in the next section when we define the final version of the metric. Of course, there are many ways to choose a representative from each equivalence which have matching twisting indices (we can always act on both polygons by T c 2 , c 2 ∈ Z), but the volume of the symmetric difference will not actually depend on that choice (see Proposition 2.5) so this function is well-defined on orbits of G m f × G.
1.3.4.
Defining the metric and stating the theorem. An appropriate topology on T would not allow a continuous way to change the number of singular points so it is reasonable to assume that systems with a different number of singular points would be in different components of T. Additionally, since the invariant k is discrete one might assume that different values of k would not be comparable; this is not correct. In fact, if k ∼ k then systems with these twisting indices can be compared via the metric we are about to define but they are in different connected components (Remark 2.19). Definition 1.26. Suppose that m f ∈ Z >0 and k ∈ Z m f . Then we define T m f , k ⊂ T m f to be those elements with twisting index exactly k and define
16 In fact, this function can actually be defined on all of LWPolyg m f (R 2 ) without any changes. This will be used in Section 3. 17 Since m f = 0 the labeled weighted polygon becomes only a polygon and the group G 0 × G is trivial so in fact it is a unique polygon. This should be thought of as the same formula as the m f > 0 case and it is only treated separately because the sum in the more general formula would be empty if m f = 0. 18 The function d p,ν P is a metric if and only if
This union, and the union in Definition 1.26, are not disjoint unions only because they have repeated terms. For instance, since the action of G can shift all of the twisting indices, we have that
for any c ∈ Z.
From Sections 1.3.1, 1.3.2, and 1.3.3 given some fixed appropriate permutation we already know how to define a "distance" function on two systems with specified twisting index. To produce a metric which does not depend on fixing a permutation we will take the minimum of each possibility.
. Let ν be an admissible measure, {b n } ∞ n=0 be a linear summable sequence, and p ∈ S m f k, k . We define:
(1) the comparison with alignment p to be
(2) the distance between m and m to be
A minimum of even a finite number of metrics is not a metric in general, but d
is a metric in this case (see Section 1.3.4). Now we use this distance defined on each component to induce a distance on the whole space which can be pulled back to produce a metric on T.
Definition 1.29. Let ν be an admissible measure and {b n } and
where the critical points satisfy the ordering convention from Remark 3.8 and
is defined as in Definition 3.9.
Theorem A. For any choice of (1) a linear summable sequence {b n } ∞ n=0 ; (2) an admissible measure ν we have that (T, D ν,{bn} ∞ n=0 ) is a non-complete metric space whose completion corresponds to M. Moreover, the topology of (T, D ν,{bn} ∞ n=0 ) is independent of the choice of ν and {b n } ∞ n=0 . Remark 1.31.There are several important facts to notice about Theorem A.
(1) This distance induces a unique topology on T and thus Theorem A completely resolves Problem 2.43 from [25] . (2) Since toric integrable systems fall into the broader category of semitoric systems it is natural to wonder if the metric defined in this paper is compatible with the metric on toric systems from [27] . Because we must choose an admissible measure to apply to the more general cases the metric induced by d does not exactly match the metric defined on toric systems but they do induce the same topology, see Section 2.5. (3) In special cases a less complicated form of the metric can be used. When studying only the compact semitoric systems the admissible measure on R 2 can be instead replaced by the standard Lebesgue measure without changing the topology (Remark 2.16) and to study the topology of M the metric d
Id may be used as is explained in Section 2.6 (Though it is clear that d produces the correct metric space structure on T, see Remark 3.16). (4) Since all metric spaces are Tychonoff (completely regular and Hausdorff) we know that T is Tychonoff. Thus the Stone-Cěch compactification [30, 29] applies to T so it admits a Hausdorff compactification (just as in [27] ). (5) Since an integrable system is just a manifold and a map into R n for some n ∈ N one may consider using a general metric on maps to define a metric on integrable systems. A metric defined on collections of maps with varying domains as is in [20] , while very general, would actually not be appropriate in this situation because the singularities, and thus isomorphism type, of semitoric systems can be changed by perturbing the systems on arbitrarily small sets. For instance, this can be seen because the Taylor series invariant is completely independent of the other invariants. For this reason we have defined a metric on the invariants, which describe the essential properties of the integrable system, to produce an appropriate metric on T.
The metric
In this section we fill in the details of constructing the metric and prove that it is a metric. Definition 2.1. Suppose that {b n } ∞ n=0 is any linear summable sequence. Then we define the distance on Taylor series to be the function
) is a complete path-connected metric space and a sequence of Taylor series converges if and only if each term converges.
Proof. First notice that the sum in the definition of the distance always converges. This is clear because Next we will prove the condition on convergence. Suppose that
Fix any I, J ∈ Z 0 and we will show that σ and let K ∈ Z be such that k > K implies that
for each i, j ∈ Z 0 such that i + j < N . Notice it is possible to do this simultaneously because there are only finitely many such pairs (i, j). Now we can see that for any k > K we have that
Thus we have proven the convergence condition.
Since any element of this space may be continuously transformed into any other as a linearly in each term it is path-connected so to finish the proof we will show that this space is complete. Suppose that i,j 0 σ
to the argument for convergence we can see that this means that {σ
is Cauchy for each fixed pair of values i, j ∈ Z 0 . Since [0, ∞) is complete we conclude that for each i, j ∈ Z 0 there exists some σ
Since it converges in each term, we can use the convergence condition to conclude that
and so all Cauchy sequences have limits.
Now we have characterized convergence in this space in a way which is independent of the sequence {b n } ∞ n=0 . Thus we have the following result. Notice that Remark 1.19 also applies in this case, so we have produced an appropriate metric on Taylor series in two variables
) with the restricted metric is not a complete metric space. To see this simply consider any collection of Taylor series in which σ 2 → 2π. This does not accurately describe the structure of the semitoric systems and thus we use the altered metric from Definition 1.18. The proof of Proposition 2.2 also proves Proposition 1.20 with very few changes. terms of degree n in a Taylor series on m variables.
2.2.
Metrics on labeled weighted polygons. We start this section with a proof.
Proof of Proposition 1.22. By definition ∆ is the intersection of half-spaces and by since it is assumed to have everywhere finite height we can see that this collection of half spaces must include at least two which are not completely vertical (i.e. not of the form {x c} or {x c} for c ∈ R). Let B denote the intersection of these two half planes. Then by definition ∆ ⊂ B and thus ν(∆) < ν(B). If the two half planes are parallel of a distance c apart then
If then spaces are not parallel then their boundaries intersect at some point (x 0 , y 0 ). Let m be the absolute value of the difference in the slopes of the two boundaries. Then for each value x ∈ R 2 the height of B at that x-coordinate is m |x − x 0 | and the sign of x − x 0 is the same for each (x, y) ∈ B. Without loss of generality assume that x − x 0 0 for all (x, y) ∈ B so we have
Any compact set without everywhere finite height will have infinite ν-measure. This is because a compact set which does not have everywhere finite height either is a vertical line, which is not a polygon, or includes a subset of the form {(x, y) | a 1 < x < a 2 } for some a 1 < a 2 . Such a subset has infinite ν-measure because ν is invariant under vertical translations.
Even once we have fixed the cut directions there are many polygons to choose from based on the choice of the twisting index (i.e. the orbit of the action of G) but so long as the same choice is made for each pair of polygons this choice does not change the volume of the symmetric difference.
, and and let
2 be given by
Then the function d p,ν
Proof. Suppose that 
2.3.
Choice of ν does not change the topology. It is important that while the choice of admissible measure will change the metric it does not change the topology induced by that metric. First we have Lemma 2.7 which will be used below to prove Lemma 2.8 and will also be used in Section 2.5.
Lemma 2.7. Suppose that ν is an admissible measure and that ∆ k , ∆ ∈ Polyg(R 2 ) for k ∈ N such that ν(∆ k * ∆) → 0 as k → ∞. Then there exists x 0 , y 0 , y 1 ∈ R and K > 0 such that y 0 < y 1 and k > K implies that
Proof. Fix any N > 0 such that {(x, y) ∈ ∆ | x ∈ [−N, +N ]} has non-zero measure with respect to ν (and thus also with respect to µ). Since ν is admissible we can find some c > 0 such that dν /dµ > c on [−N, N ] × R.
For each ε > 0 let U ε = {p ∈ (−N, N ) × R | B( 2cε /π, p) ⊂ ∆} where B(r, p) is the standard ball of radius r 0 centered at p ∈ R 2 . Now let H be the intersection of B( 2cε /π, p) with any open half-plane with boundary through p. Then Now, fix any k ∈ N. We know that ∆ k is the intersection of closed half-planes which means that its complement ∆ Let H be the intersection of this half-plane with B( 2cε /π, q). Then, as above, ν(H) ε and now H ⊂ ∆ k * ∆. So we conclude that U ε \ ∆ k non-empty implies that ν(∆ k * ∆) ε. Now choose ε small enough that U ε is non-empty and choose K > 0 such that k > K implies that ν(∆ * ∆ k ) < ε. Thus U ε \ ∆ k must be empty to avoid a contradiction and we conclude that U ε ⊂ ∆ k for k > K. Clearly U ε ⊂ ∆ k is open so we can find the set A x 0 ,y 0 ,y 1 as given in the statement of the Lemma. Now we will use Lemma 2.7 to prove Lemma 2.8, which says that the same sequences of polygons converge with respect to any admissible measure.
Lemma 2.8. Suppose that ν 1 , ν 2 are admissible measures and that
Proof. Suppose that ν 1 (∆ k * ∆) → 0 as k → ∞ and let A, x 0 , y 0 , and y 1 be as in Lemma 2.7. We know that the line {x = x 0 } intersects ∆ so it must intersect the top boundary of ∆ (since ∆ has everywhere finite height by Proposition 1.22). Since a convex set is the intersection of half-planes there must exist a line 1 which goes through the point where {x = x 0 } intersects the top boundary such that all of ∆ is in a closed half-plane bounded by 1 (as in Figure 2 ). Such a line may not be unique if there is a vertex with x-coordinate equal to x 0 , but any choice of such a line will do.
Let m denote the slope of 1 and let 2 be the line through (x 0 , y 1 ) with slope m + 1. Let m denote the slope of the line through the point (x 0 , y 0 ) and the point which is the intersection of 1 with 2 . Finally let 3 be the line through (x 0 , y 0 ) with slope (m+m ) /2. Since the slope of 3 is greater than the slope of 2 these two lines must intersect at some x-coordinate greater than x 0 , but since the slope of 3 is less than m we know that the intersection of 2 and 3 must have a greater x-coordinate than the intersection of 1 and 2 . Thus the lines 1 , 2 , and 3 bound a triangle which we will denote by G, as is shown in Figure 3 . Let N 1 = max s∈G π 1 (s). Since ∆ is on one side of 1 and G is on the other we conclude that G ∩ ∆ = ∅.
For any N ∈ R let E 1 N denote the region of R 2 which has x > N > x 0 and is above or on 2 . 
Now suppose that k is large enough so that
we can conclude that some ν 1 -preserving transformation of G must be contained in ∆ k * ∆. This is because moving p vertically will result in acting on G by some matrix T r (as in Equation (1)) with r ∈ R with origin on the line {x = x 0 } (see Figure  4) . In any case, if
is nonempty and k is large enough so that A ⊂ ∆ k then we can conclude that
Using a similar argument, one can define sets E i N for i = 2, 3, 4 that must also be disjoint from ∆ k for large enough k and N . The sets E 
This whole situation is shown in Figure 5 .
Fix ε > 0. Notice that for each N > 0 the set S N is of finite ν 2 -measure. Since {S N } N >0 are nested we conclude that lim N →∞ ν 2 (S N ) = 0. Now choose some fixed N 3 > N 2 and Figure 4 . Notice that for a fixed vertical line segment A ⊂ R 2 the measure of the convex hull of A and p ∈ R 2 only depends on the x-component of p. This is because if p 1 , p 2 ∈ R 2 with π 1 (p 1 ) = π 2 (p 2 ) then the convex hulls are related by a vertical transformation. Figure 5 . For large choices of N and k the set S N is small and the set E N has empty intersection with ∆ k . Then we can concentrate on the set D N , on which the Radon-Nikodym derivative dν 2 /dν 1 is bounded.
Since both ν 1 and ν 2 are admissible measures we know that their Radon-Nikodym derivative is bounded on D N 3 . This is because dν
By combining Lemma 2.8 and Proposition 1.20 we have the following corollary.
Corollary 2.9. Fix a nonnegative integer m f ∈ Z 0 , a vector k ∈ Z m f , any two linearly summable sequences {b n } ∞ n=0 and {b n } ∞ n=0 , and two admissible measures ν and ν . Then the metric spaces
) have the same topology generated by their respective metrics.
d is a metric.
While it does not hold in general that the minimum of even a finite collection of metrics will be itself a metric, it does hold in this particular case because of the structure of our metric. For this section fix an admissible measure ν, a linear summable sequence {b n } ∞ n=0 , a nonnegative integer m f , and
and let
. It is clear that d is positive definite and it is symmetric because S
is closed under inverses so we must only show that the triangle inequality holds. We show this in Lemma 2.12 but first we must prove two lemmas. 
. We know there exist constants c 1 , c 2 ∈ Z such that
for all j = 1, . . . , m f . Fix some such j and let i = q(j). This means in particular that
Now using all of this information we can see that
and so we conclude that
so there must be constants c, c 1 ∈ Z such that
Subtracting these two equations gives there must be constants c, c 1 ∈ Z such that k j − k p(j) = c and k j − k q(j) = c 1 .
Since d
p is a sum of distances use the triangle inequality for each term with a appropriate permutation on the elements. That is,
Notice that in the case that p = q = Id this gives a proof of the triangle inequality for d Id . Now to show that the triangle inequality holds for d. Now, using the inequality from Lemma 2.11 we have that
as desired.
Combining the arguments in Sections 2.1 and 2.2 with the present section, in particular Proposition 1.20 and Lemma 2.12, we get the following.
be a linear summable sequence, and ν an admissible measure. Then the space
) is a metric space.
2.5.
Relation to the metric on the moduli space of toric systems. In [27] the authors construct a metric on the space of (compact) toric integrable systems which we denote T T . Recall there is a one-to-one correspondence between elements of T T and Delzant polytopes (see Definition 1.8). The authors of [27] define a metric on T T by pulling back the natural metric on the space of Delzant polytopes given by the Lebesgue measure of the symmetric difference.
Now consider semitoric systems with no focus-focus singularities. If m f = 0 then the set G m f × G is empty and thus the affine invariant is a unique polygon, the Delzant polytope. To compare two such systems the semitoric metric defined in the present paper takes the ν-measure of the symmetric difference of the polygons for some admissible measure ν, as opposed to using the standard Lebesgue measure on R 2 as is done in [27] . Notice also that T T is not equal to T 0 because, for instance, there are elements of T 0 which are not compact.
Moreover it is possible for two toric systems to be isomorphic as semitoric systems but not isomorphic as toric systems. This is because if (M, ω, (J, H)) and (M , ω , (J , H )) are two choices of 4 dimensional toric systems then a diffeomorphism φ : M → M is an isomorphism of toric systems if φ * (J , H ) = (J, H). This corresponds to taking f to be the identity in the definition of semitoric isomorphisms in Definition 1.3. Thus we see that if ∼ represents the equivalence induced by semitoric isomorphisms we have that T T / ∼⊂ T 0 so the metric on T T does produce a topology on a subset of T 0 via the quotient topology.
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In T 0 we know the that semitoric invariant is a unique polygon so to conclude that the metrics produce the same topology it is sufficient to show that the same sequences of convex compact polygons converge with respect to both the Lebesgue measure and any admissible measure.
Lemma 2.14. For k ∈ N let ∆ k , ∆ ⊂ R 2 be convex compact sets, let µ denote the Lebesgue measure on R 2 and let ν be any admissible measure. Then lim k→∞ µ(∆ * ∆ k ) = 0 if and only if lim k→∞ ν(∆ * ∆ k ) = 0.
Proof. If lim k→∞ µ(∆ * ∆ k ) = 0 we can see that lim k→∞ ν 0 (∆ * ∆ k ) = 0 where ν 0 is the example of an admissible measure from Section 2.2. This is because ν 0 (A) < µ(A) for any set A ⊂ R 2 . Thus we conclude that lim k→∞ ν(∆ * ∆ k ) = 0 by Lemma 2.8. Now we will show the other direction. Suppose lim k→∞ ν(∆ * ∆ k ) = 0 and fix ε > 0. Choose some L > 0 such that
Then, since ∆ k is convex, the triangle with vertices (x 0 , y 0 ), (x 0 , y 1 ), p, which we will denote by G p , must be a subset of ∆ k . Since
. This is because any triangle G p where π 1 (p) > L contains a triangle G (L+1,y) for some y ∈ R and any such triangle is the image under a vertical, and thus ν-preserving, transformation of
Thus, since lim k→∞ ν(∆ * ∆ k ) = 0 we conclude that there exists some
Since ν is admissible we know that there exists some c 3 > 0 such that dµ /dν < c 3 on π
because while the Radon-Nikodym derivative is not bounded on all of R 2 it is bounded on the set ∆ * ∆ k for large enough k.
Corollary 2.15. The metric d induces the same topology on T T as the metric defined in [27] does.
To prove this result we had to assume that the polygons involved were compact. Of course, if we consider non-compact sets these metrics will not induce the same topology.
Remark 2.16. Let T cpt ⊂ T be the collection of compact semitoric integrable systems. Then the polygons produced will always be compact and thus Lemma 2.14 applies. So we can conclude that when restricting to T cpt the standard Lebesgue measure can be used in place of the choice of admissible measure and the same topology will be produced.
d and d
Id induce the same topology. Let
| m has twisting index k} Figure 6 . Without changing the ν-measure we can produce a new polygon which has {y = 0} as its top boundary.
Both d and d
Id are defined on all of M and the main result of this section will be that both of these metrics induce the same topology on M.
Step 1:
For the first step of this proof we will argue that λ n pn(j) → λ j by contrapositive. Suppose there exists some j ∈ 1, . . . , m f such that λ n pn(j) → λ j . This means there exists a > 0 and a subsequence (n i )
. Let ∆ be a polygon which represents a choice of ε = {+1, . . . , +1} for m. We must show that ν(t j (∆) * t n i j (∆)) is bounded away from zero. We may assume that a is less than the horizontal distance from λ j to the edge of the polygon ∆ because min s∈∆ π 1 (s) < λ j < max s∈∆ π 1 (s). Let b = min x∈[λ j −a,λ j +a] (length(∆ ∩ x )) and notice that since ∆ is a convex polygon we must have that b > 0.
The set ∆ may be shifted by a vertical transformation so that max{π 2 (∆ ∩ x )} = 0 for each x ∈ R to form a new set ∆ ⊂ R 2 . Let A : R 2 → R 2 be the composition of these transformations so A(∆) = ∆ . This new set does not need to be convex but since ν is invariant under vertical translations we have that Figure 6 . Now there are two cases. If λ j < λ n i j then we can see that t j (B)∩{y > 0} ⊂ t j (∆ ) * t n i j (∆ ). This is because t 
From this we conclude that
Thus lim n→∞ ν[t j (∆) * t n j (∆ n )] = 0 is impossible, but this is a term in d(m, m n ). Since there is a subsequence bounded away from zero we have that d(m, m n ) → 0 is impossible so we conclude that λ n pn(j) → λ j for all j = 1, . . . , m f .
Step 2: From Step 1 we know that λ n pn(j) → λ j as n → ∞ for each j = 1, . . . , m f . Let D = min{|λ j − λ j | | j, j ∈ {1, . . . , m f }, j = j }. Then there exists some N > 0 such that n > N implies that λ n pn(j) − λ j < d /2. Thus, for n > N we have that p n = Id and the result follows.
be a linear summable sequence, and ν be an admissible measure. Then d 
Thus we see that the sequence d Id (m, m n ) is eventually equal to a sequence which converges to zero, so we conclude that d
Id (m, m n ) → 0 as n → ∞. 
The completion
In this section we compute the completion of the space of semitoric ingredients M which corresponds to the completion of T by Theorem 1.17. We know that the completion of an open interval in R with the usual metric is the corresponding closed interval and we have already stated that R[[X, Y ]] 0 is complete (Proposition 1.20), so to produce the completion of M it seems the only difficultly will be with the weighted polygons. This is not the case since in fact defining the distance as a minimum of permutations has intertwined the metrics on these different spaces so we can not consider them separately. This section has similar arguments to those in [27] except that in our case we must consider a whole family of polygons all at once instead of only one polygon. For the remainder of this section fix some admissible measure ν, some linear summable sequence {b n } ∞ n=0 , a nonnegative integer m f , and a vector k ∈ Z m f . For simplicity we will use d and
respectively (for p ∈ S m f ). In Section 3.1 we show that the completion must contain M and in the remaining subsections we show that M is complete. We Section 3.2 we prove several Lemmas about Cauchy sequences which are used in Section 3.3 to conclude that M is in fact the completion of M.
There is no way for elements of M with different numbers of focus-focus points or twisting indices that are not equivalent (under the equivalence from 1.23) can be close to one another because the distance between any two such systems is always 1 (see Definition 1.29). Thus, we will work with the components M m f , [ k] of M. 
respectively. Then we define: (1) the comparison with alignment p to be
(2) the the distance between m and m to be
Proposition 3.2. d is a metric on M.
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This proposition follows from the proof of Proposition 2.13.
Remark 3.3. Notice that d
Id is not a metric on M because it does not satisfy the triangle inequality. This can be seen in the example explained in Remark 3.16.
Throughout Section 3.1 each space we examine can be viewed as a subspace of M and we will endow them with the structure of a metric subspace. and build up to M m f , [ k] in several steps, showing that each inclusion is dense. First we will show that the completion of M m f , [ k] must include at least all rational labeled polygons which satisfy the convexity requirements.
Id we will show there exists an element m ∈ M m f , [ k] arbitrarily close to m with respect to the function d
Id . Clearly we will have no problems with making the volume invariant or the Taylor series arbitrarily close so just consider the polygons.
Let
and fix ε > 0. We will show there exists some
to have the same λ j values as ∆ w . Since the action of t u , u ∈ {0, 1} m f , does not change the volume of sets this means that
. This means to complete the proof it suffices to show that there exists an element (∆ ,
such that ∆ and ∆ are equal except on a set of ν-measure less than 2 −m f ε. For j = 1, . . . , m f let p j ∈ R 2 be the intersection of λ j with the top boundary of ∆. Let U ⊂ R be a union of disjoint neighborhoods around each corner of ∆ which is not an element of {p j } m f j=1 such that ν(U ) < ε /2 m f +1 . Also, let V ⊂ R\U be a union of disjoint neighborhoods around each point p j for each j = 1, . . . , m f and ν(V ) < ε /2 m f +1 . We will define ∆ in several stages, editing it several times. Start by assuming that ∆ = ∆. By [27, Remark 23] we can edit ∆ on the set U so that every vertex is Delzant except possibly the ones in V . Now, recall that for a semitoric polygon to be Delzant the points p j must all either be fake or hidden Delzant corners. This is equivalent to saying that the corners on the top boundary of t u (∆ ) must all be Delzant for u =< 1, . . . , 1 >. Since t u (∆ ) is a convex polygon and t u (V ) is a neighborhood of the edges t u (p j ) we can again use [27, Remark 23 ] to conclude that we may edit t u (∆ ) inside of the set V such that all of the vertices on the top boundary are Delzant. Now we have finished defining t u (∆ ) and since this map is invertible we have also defined ∆ . Notice for j = 1, . . . , m f each point t u (p j ) is either a Delzant corner, which would make p j a hidden Delzant corner, or it is not a vertex at all, in which case p j would be a fake corner. Also, it is easy to check that any new Delzant corner we had to define in t u (V ) which is not on the point t u (p j ) for some j = 1, . . . , m f gets transformed by t So from the above Lemma we conclude that the completion of
In the next Lemma we show it must contain a larger set. The only difference
Proof. Just as in the proof of Lemma 3.5 we can see that we only need to consider the polygons. Suppose that [
Given any ε > 0 we can find an open neighborhood of the boundary of ∆ which has ν-measure less than ε (since the boundary has measure zero and ν is regular) and we may approximate ∆ by a rational polygon with boundary inside of this neighborhood. In the case that ∆ is compact this can be done by approximating the irrational slopes with rational ones (exactly as done in [27] ). This strategy will work even if ∆ is not compact. For the faces of ∆ which are noncompact with irrational slope (if there are any) we can still approximate these with a line of rational slope because of the properties of the admissible measure ν. Suppose there is a non-compact face of ∆ which has irrational slope r ∈ R \ Q. Then choose q ∈ Q such that q < r and ν({qx < y < rx}) < ε and let the edge on the rational polygon have slope q. Such a slope can be chosen because if the measure of that set is always finite and if is too large then replacing q by q 2 = q+r /2 will produce a wedge with half the measure of the original.
For the next Lemma we only slightly change the restrictions on the (λ j )
Remark 3.8. Since it is possible for λ j = λ j+1 for some j ∈ 1, . . . , m f − 1 the order that the critical points are labeled in a system cannot be made unique by only considering that λ values. This means there could be two elements in M m f , [ k] which have the same invariants except labeled in a different order. Of course we do not want this because these two elements should be the same, so we use the other invariants to create a unique ordering on the critical points of any element of M m f , [ k] . We fix the order so that if λ j = λ j+1 for some j = 1, . . . , m f − 1 then we require that h j h j+1 . In the case that λ j = λ j+1 and h j = h j+1 we look to the Taylor series. In this situation we require that the coefficient of X of the Taylor series (S j ) ∞ is less than or equal to the coefficient of X in (S j+1 ) ∞ and if those are equal we look to the coefficient of Y and continue in this fashion. Now given any system with critical points there is a unique order in which to label them which is essentially the lexicographic order on the invariants.
Notice that we allow (positive only) infinite values for the λ j . This can only happen in the case that the polygon is non-compact. If λ j = +∞ then we define t 1 j to be the identity because all of R 2 is to the left of this value.
Proof of Lemma 3.7. Again, we only need to consider the polygons. We will prove this Lemma in two steps. First, suppose that [∆ w ] ∈ P m f ,[ k] has λ j < ∞ for each j = 1, . . . , m f so the only thing that is keeping [∆ w ] from being in P m f , [ k] is the possibility that λ j = λ j+1 for some fixed j ∈ {1, . . . , m f − 1}. Let u be all zeros except for a 1 in the j th and (j + 1) st positions. Then [∆ w ] ∈ P m f , [ k] implies that t u (∆) is convex so we know that there is a vertex of ∆ on the top boundary with x-coordinate λ j . Let m 1 denote the slope of the edge to the left of this vertex and let m 2 denote the slope to the right. Then we can see that the convexity of t u (∆) implies that m 1 m 2 + 2. Now we want to show that there exists some [∆ w ] ∈ P m f , [ k] arbitrarily close in d
Id to [∆ w ]. Let [∆ w ] be equal to [∆ w ] except that λ j < λ j < λ j+1 and that the top boundary of ∆ has slope m 1 − 1 on the interval x ∈ (λ j , λ j+1 ). So, as is shown in Figure 8 , we have cut the corner off of ∆ to produce ∆ and clearly this cut can be made as small as desired. This process can be repeated for each instance of λ j = λ j+1 for j ∈ {1, . . . , m f }. Next we would like to consider arbitrary convex sets, but there is a subtlety. We must instead consider all sets which are convex up to measure zero corrections (as is done in [27] ). So far we have only been working with polygons and if the symmetric difference of two polygons has zero measure in ν (and therefore also in µ) we know that those polygons are actually the same set. Of course, this is not true for arbitrary subsets of R 2 . Recall that ν and the Lebesgue measure µ have exactly the same measure zero sets, so the equivalence relation in the following definition does not depend on the choice of admissible measure. ∞ n=1 which converges to g pointwise off of some measure zero set S. Let A = {x ∈ R 2 /S | g(x) = 1}
and now we will show that A is almost everywhere equal to a convex set so E is complete. Let A be the convex hull of A and we will show that ν(A * A ) = 0. Let p ∈ A which means there exists q, r ∈ A and t ∈ [0, 1] such that p = (1 − t)q + tr. Since the subsequence (χ A kn ) ∞ n=1 converges pointwise to χ A at the points q and r (since q, r ∈ A and A is disjoint from S) this means that there exists some N > 0 such that n > N implies q, r ∈ A kn . Thus, since each A k is convex we see that for n > N we have p ∈ A kn . We conclude that p ∈ A ∪ S and thus A * A ⊂ S so ν(A * A ) = 0. Also notice ν(A k , A) → 0 as k → ∞ implies that ν(A) < ∞. This means A ∈ E so (E, d E ) is a complete metric space. . Since this sequence is Cauchy we also know that the sequence (A k ) ∞ k=1 is a Cauchy sequence in (E, d E ). Thus for each ε ∈ {−1, 1} m f there exists some convex A ∈ E which is the limit of (A k ) ∞ k=1 in E. Let A = A (1,...,1) . We have produced a family of convex, ν-finite sets which could be the limit, but we still need to check that there is some choice of (Λ j ) m f j=1 such that A = t u (A 0 ) in E for each j = 1, . . . , m f . Fix some j ∈ {1, . . . , m f } and let A j = A where j = −1 and i = +1 for i = j and let t k denote t 1 λ k j . Since ν is invariant under vertical translations we have that
Let ([A
so both go to zero as k → ∞. By the triangle inequality we can see that
so we conclude that
If (λ k j ) ∞ k=1 diverges to +∞ or converges to sup(π 1 (A)) then we are done. This is because in this case d E (t k (A), A j ) → 0 as k → ∞ implies that A and A j represent the same element in E (i.e. they are equal almost everywhere) and t Λ acts as the identity on A 0 if Λ is the rightmost value of A 0 .
Otherwise we can find some x 0 , a ∈ R with a > 0 such that [x 0 , x 0 + 2a] ⊂ π 1 (A) and there exists a subsequence (λ kn j ) ∞ n=1 such that λ kn j < x 0 for all n. Notice that A ∩ x is an interval for any x ∈ π 1 (A) because A is convex. Let δ 1 = length(A ∩ x 0 ) and δ 2 = length(A ∩ x 0 +a ) and notice that δ 1 , δ 2 < ∞ because otherwise we would have ν(A) = ∞ Figure 10 . The action of t 
